
1: Ascension Towards Nothing 
 
Hast thou awaken from sanity 
Doth the soul deceive thine eyes 
in aeons beyond? 
 
March of the damned 
in ascension towards nothing 
left stranded in world beyond 
as we face our dissolution 
 
2: A Consciousness Decays 
Belief that we are free: 
the most insidious ideology 
We are but instrument 
Choice’s greatest detriment 
Society heads to one dimension 
Profit becomes the intention 
 
Seemingly, our destiny is fated 
Escape attempts interpolated 
Options become streamlined 
as potential for choice is undermined 
 
Choice is undermined 
Society in retrograde 
Seemingly our destiny is fated 
Escape attempts interpolated 
Ideology masquerades as logic 
Disappearance of choice becomes chronic 
We fall to empyrean tyranny 
Ensuring wonder will atrophy 
 
Seemingly our destiny is fated 
Escape attempts interpolated 
Options becomes streamlined 
Potential for choice is undermined 
 
If we accept these tendencies 
We must reject passivity 
For the belief we are but instrument 
is choice’s greatest detriment 
 



We must self-realize possibility 
in order to create positive liberty 
 
As ideology masquerades as logic 
Disappearance of choice becomes chronic 
as ideology and logic blur 
independent choice becomes deterred 
 
Consciousness decays 
society in retrograde 
society heads to a single dimension 
society falls to a conscious decay 
 
3: Go Forth and Multiply 
A muse of unknown origin 
decays as it appears 
each grasp only pushes it further away 
 
In this path of dissolution, what among us stays? 
What among us stays? 
What among us stays? 
 
Primitive attachment to mindless propagation 
 
Forced to spread our seed 
go forth and multiply 
 
Predestined to suffer 
procreate and bring forth more 
the burden of existence placed upon the unborn 
 
maligned from conception 
we’re resentful of our birth 
through parasitic reproduction 
we spread throughout the earth 
Bring forth progeny to face a cold world’s blinding apathy 
 
For we prefer self-destruction to salvaging what’s left 
in absence of purpose 
spew plague until your death 
breed, breed, breed defective spawn 
breed, breed, breed until you’re gone 
 



4: Age of Regression 
The struggle remains for justice 
stare at aeons beyond 
reach for the aether 
 
But with a changing moral compass 
no longer causes us to sympathize 
but with a changing moral compass 
consume, antagonize 
into the noumenon 
 
we move in reverse 
ignoring signals of adverse symptoms 
Our pathology: we cannot escape ideology 
and with a changing moral compass 
consume, antagonize 
into the noumenon 
 
Entering the age of regression 
missing the warnings of indiscretion 
 
No dawn graced us, just fervor and ease 
souls forged in rampant degradation 
the greatest plague is self-inflicted 
the scripture shows a cycle 
 
5: Dimensional Entrapment 
 
Draining from the sun 
the light consumes our eyes 
extending to our mind 
the infinite corrodes 
sink into insanity 
 
Consciousness shall evade us 
senses are massacred 
shattering light creates deception 
maddening sights malign perception 
 
coerced into a vision 
forced into submission 
betrayed by vacant presence 
fluctuating essence 



knowledge restrains us from divinity 
no energy can last us 
dimensional entrapment 
limbs bound by the unseen 
paralyzed by finitude 
knowledge restrains us from divinity 
 
We have a wish: to drain the stars 
to become more than we are 
lost relics on an astral journey 
forsake dimensions we have traveled 
 
Failing to abide within a message set in stone: 
We are not everything and live and die alone 
Dimensional entrapment 
mind encased in its own ash 
dimensional entrapment 
know this step is our last 
 
6: Path of Desolation 
 
Consuming forces greater than ourselves 
the sun calls with its piercing gaze 
it gives us strength and light beyond the skyline 
 
entranced by its aura 
we look above 
for nothing is infinite 
drain the source that gives us life 
reach into fire 
become a god 
 
the god of false salvation 
aegis from the sky 
on a path of desolation 
twilight is our demise 
we consume our lifeblood 
draining the spires 
on a path of desolation 
we consume our lifeblood 
 
7: Drain the Sun 
 



Like a beacon, the force of a star 
It calls us, it shows us, reminding us who we are 
it knows us, it draws out the tides and curves the trees 
a power worth the greatest cost – we need that energy 
 
Discovering what drives 
even knowing it destroys 
pursuing to an unforeseen end 
chasing light’s dragon 
replaced by an obedience 
 
consumed by hubris 
in guided movements 
towards the scepter – our eternity and end 
drain the sun, drain the sun, drain the sun 
 
We would rather have our decisions incinerate our eyes 
than admit we should not have made them 
travel into a tunnel we built with no end 
 
dragged down 
trapped now 
in primordial impulse 
limbs bound 
to dead ground 
without light every day we will fall 
 
Consumed by hubris 
in guided movements 
towards the scepter – our eternity and end 
drain the sun 
 
Until the light runs thin we gaze upon our own 
sailing through the infinite in vessels of skin and bone 
we are the final man encased in floating tombs 
frozen and dispersed in dust while cosmic tides consume 
 


